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Abstract

Virtual enterprises need reliable and efficient cooperation mechanisms to carry out transactions
between autonomous agents with conflicting interests. Available cooperation mechanisms either
use bilateral multi-step negotiation or auctioning. Negotiations encourage agents to reason about
the interests of their opponents. Thus, negotiations suffer from counterspeculations. Auctions
apply to asymmetric trading only; they either favor the auctioneer or the bidders. Both mech-
anisms do not promote agents to tell the truth. Therefore, we propose to use a trustbroker to
mediate between the agents. We introduce three symmetric, negotiation free one-step protocols
to carry out a sequence of decisions for agents with possibly conflicting interests. The proto-
cols achieve substantially better overall benefit than random or hostile selection, and they avoid
lies. We analyze the protocols with respect to informed vs. uninformed lies, and with respect to
beneficial vs. malevolent lies, and show that agents are best off to know and announce their true
interests. Analytical proofs and simulations substantiate our results.

Keywords: Agents, Broker, Lies, Cooperation, Transaction, Negotiation, Mediation

Zusammenfassung

Virtuelle Organisationen ben¨otigen zuverlässige und effiziente Kooperationsmechanismen, um
Transaktionen zwischen autonomen Agenten mit konfligierenden Interessen durchzuf¨uhren. Be-
stehende Kooperationsmechanismen basieren auf bilateraler Verhandlung oder Auktionen. Ver-
handlungsprotokolle ermutigen Agenten, die Interessen ihrer Gegenspieler herauszufinden, was
zu wechselseitigen Spekulationen f¨uhrt. Auktionen sind nur auf asymmetrische Situationen
anwendbar. Sie bevorzugen entweder den Auktionator oder die Bieter. Beide Ans¨atze mo-
tivieren die Agenten nicht, die Wahrheit zu sagen. Daher schlagen wir die Verwendung eines
vertrauensw¨urdigen Maklers vor, der zwischen den Agenten vermittelt. Wir f¨uhren drei sym-
metrische, verhandlungsfreie Ein-Schritt-Protokolle ein, die eine Folge von Entscheidungen f¨ur
Agenten mit konfligierenden Interessen durchf¨uhren. Die Protokolle erreichen einen wesentlich
höheren Nutzen als zuf¨allige oder feindselige Entscheidungen, und sie vermeiden L¨ugen. Wir
analysieren die Protokolle in Hinblick auf informierte vs. uninformierte L¨ugen und in Hinblick
auf vorteilhafte vs. b¨oswillige Lügen, und zeigen, daß die Agenten den h¨ochsten Nutzen mit der
Wahrheit erreichen. Analytische Beweise und Simulationen untermauern unsere Resultate.

Schlüsselworte:Agenten, Makler, L¨ugen, Kooperation, Transaktion, Verhandlung, Vermittlung
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1 Introduction

Virtual enterprises need reliable and efficient cooperation mechanisms to carry out transactions
between autonomous agents. In such scenarios, transactions are often ad-hoc and thus can only
be executed with a dynamically determined plan. Furthermore, the agents are self-interested
which prevails agreement on a common plan.

A key problem in realizing cooperation in such settings is to have reliable means for choosing
a transaction from a number of alternatives in such a way that it compromises the conflicting
interests of the participating agents [TA98]. Existing cooperation mechanisms can be classified
into bilateral multi-step negotiations [ZR89, RZ94] and auctioning [Var95].

Bilateral negotiations consider symmetric situations where two agents try to agree on a common
plan. Many of the approaches to negotiation stem from research in game theory [NM47, FT91],
which traditionally assumes public information among multiple agents [ZR89]. This does not ap-
ply to agents acting in competitive and hostile environments [ZS96]. The negotiation approach
presented in [SFJ97, NJFM96, JFN+96] for the domain of business process management consid-
ers privacy of information. However, it requires agents to reason about the interests and strategies
of their opponents, and thus, suffers from counterspeculations. More gravely, an agent can be
better off knowing the interests of its opponents and pretend different interests to reach its true
objective.

Another line of research for matching the interests of autonomous agents are market based mech-
anisms like auctioning. Auctions consider asymmetric situations where an auctioneer wants to
sell an item for the highest possible price, and bidders want to acquire the item for the lowest pos-
sible price. In [GM98a, GMM98, GM98b] it has been pointed out that auction protocols either
favor the bidder or the seller, forcing buyers and sellers into price-wars and provoking various
manipulations like fake bidders (shills), sellers acting as auctioneers, or coalition formation by
bidders [SL95]. Also for the widely used Vickrey auction [Vic61] it has been shown that bidding
the truth is not always the dominant strategy for an agent [San95].

In order to overcome the shortcomings of bilateral negotiations and auctions, we propose to me-
diate conflicting interests with a neutral third instance, a trustbroker. The agents report their
interests to the trustbroker which then selects an optimal and fair compromise. To avoid manip-
ulations, the trustbroker employs a selection scheme which ensures that agents are best off to
know and announce their true interests.

Having an independent intermediary mediating the interests of two opponents is a common set-
ting in real life business interactions, often implemented by a commonly chosen lawyer or medi-
ator [Rai82]. For electronic business to business cooperations, mediation is even more important.
Apart from mediating conflicting interests among agents which is the focus of this paper, brokers
are also developed for finding agents with matching interests [Fon97], integrating heterogeneous
information sources [KH96, JBB+97], and realizing authentication and security [Tyg98].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our basic set-
ting, and point out that optimal compromises give rise to simple uninformed lies. Therefore, we
present two protocols which almost achieve the optimal compromise and avoid uninformed lies.
To avoid also informed lies, we develop another protocol in Section 3 which still achieves signif-
icantly better benefit than random conflict resolution. We illustrate the behavior of the protocols
by simulations in Section 4 and summarize and discuss future work in Section 5.
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2 Deterministic Protocols

2.1 The Setting

In this paper we investigate the following setting. Two agents want to carry out an open-ended
sequence of decisions. The agents rank the alternatives of each decision differently, possibly with
conflicts.

We give a simple example of a single decision. One agent (a travel agency) wants to sell a flight
ticket together with a hotel voucher. It prefers to sell them as a package, so it has a higher utility
for selling fflight, hotelg than for selling eitherfflightg or fhotelg alone. The other agent (the
client) prefers to book the flight only, so it assigns rather high utility tofflightg, but smaller
utility to fflight, hotelg, and probably zero utility tofhotelg.

Like in the above example, we assume that all actions are complete exchanges—booking involves
reservation and advance payment—and that actions can consist of a sequence of atomic actions.

Handling such situations today is usually unbalanced and inflexible. The travel agency typically
only offers the package. It assigns the maximal utility to the package, and the client either
accepts these conditions, or looks for a more adequate offer. However, the travel agency may
also be interested in filling up its flight contingent, and the client may as well accept the full
package, possibly planning to resell the hotel voucher. Thus the agents could match, if they are
able to find a compromise.

Our goal is to find and execute such compromises. To this end we introduce a trustbroker. The
trustbroker is a trusted entity, to which agents can announce their utilities for a particular set of
actions. The trustbroker selects the action where the sum of utilities is maximal, and it can force
the agents to execute the selected action.

More formally, for each decision at timestept 2 N, amongnt alternative actionsai;t; i =
0 : : : nt � 1, with utilities ui;t for one agent and utilitiesvi;t for the other agent, the trustbroker
selects the action where(ui;t + vi;t) is maximal. To make the utilities comparable we normalize
them such that

P
ui;t = 1 and

P
vi;t = 1. When regarding only one decision we will omit the

indext.

2.2 The Optimum and Greedy Lies

With true announced utilities which are distributed equally for both agents, the above selection
scheme amounts in a fair and optimal overall benefit for the agents. To assess the average utility
per step gained by one agent we need to make assumptions about the distribution of utilities.

Let us consider the binary case first. For two actions with utilitiesu; 1�u , andv; 1�v , andu and
v uniformly distributed between0 and1 the average utility gained by each agent can be calculated
as follows. Averaging over allv, the probabilityp(u+v > 1�u+1�v) is u. Thus agent 1 with
utilities u and1�u getsp(u+v > 2�u�v)u+(1�p(u+v > 2�u�v))(1�u) = u2+(1�u)2.
Averaging over all utilitiesu amounts in

R 1
0 u2 + (1� u)2 du = 2

3 .

For highern this distribution can be naturally generalized as follows. Letxi, 0 < i < n, be
n � 1 values, all uniformly and independently distributed between0 and1, sorted in ascending
order such thatxi � xi+1, and letx0 = 0 andxn = 1. Then each utilityui = xi+1 � xi.
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Thereby eachui is the minimum of(n� 1) xi’s. The resulting density of eachui is f(ui; n) =
(n � 1)(1 � ui)

n�2 which is a probability mass function. The mean is1
n

. With highern, the
overall utility is distributed among more alternatives, and the likelihood of a conflict increases.
Thus the overall utility gained decreases. Forn between2 and15, this highest average gain is
depicted in Figure 2 by the maximum sum selection (a).

The optimum overall benefit can only be achieved with honest agents which announce their true
utilities. A self-interested agent achieves a better benefit by lying its better utilities up, and
decreasing the other utilities accordingly. In the extreme, it can lie its better utility up to1,
and thereby virtually ensure the selection of the better action. For the binary case this leads to
an average utility of34 for the greedy agent (as opposed to2

3 ), whereas the honest agent gets
only 1

2 . If both agents adopt this greedy strategy, the trustbroker has to perform a random draw
for conflicting actions, leading to an average utility of5

8 for both. So both agents lose. With
highern, this greedy strategy performs even worse, because the probability of a conflict increases
drastically.

2.3 Deterministic Selection with Preferences

One way to avoid greedy lies is as follows. Rather than announcing their utilities, the agents need
only rank the actions according to their preferences, assigning a unique rank0 � ri < n to each
actionai, such thatri < rj if ui � uj. The broker then selects the action with the minimum
sum of ranks. This approach does not result in the best overall utility; for the binary case it just
amounts in the mutual greedy lie described above which gives5

8 . Also for highern it performs
slightly worse than the optimal selection as illustrated by preference selection (b) in Figure 2.
However, it performs significantly better than an approach where both agents greedily lie their
best utility to 1. This is because the preference selection finds a compromise for conflicting
utilities, whereas the mutual greedy lie leads to a random draw for conflicts.

The preference selection avoids greedy beneficial lies; every false ranking damages on average
the benefit of the lying agent more than the benefit of the honest agent. However, when one agent
knows the preferences of the other agent, it can announce false utilities to get a better benefit.
Consider the following simple example. We have three actions withu0 = 0:1; u1 = 0:3; u2 =
0:6, andv0 = 0:51; v1 = 0:49; v2 = 0. The first agent thus ranks the actions with[3; 2; 1] and
the second agent ranks them with[1; 2; 3]. In this case the sum of the ranks is[4; 4; 4] resulting
in random selection. Thus, both agents can only expect to get1

3 . Assume agent 2 knows the
preferences of its opponent and thus knows that there is a complete conflict. Lying its ranks to
[2; 1; 3] leads to rank-sums[5; 3; 4]; thus the second action is selected. With this selection agent 2
gets0:49 and agent 1 gets only0:3.

2.4 Deterministic Selection with Weights

Another way to avoid greedy lies is to attach a cost to each utility announcement. This can be
accomplished as follows. Both agents get an initially equal budget. An agent’s budget determines
its influence on the decision of the trustbroker. Furthermore, at each step the trustbroker adjusts
the individual budgets according to the agents’ expected gain. When the expected gain of the
first agent is higher than the gain of the second, the first agent’s budget is increased, otherwise it
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Figure 1: Selection probability for deterministic selection with weights

is decreased.

We represent budgets by weightsw for agent 1 and1 � w for agent 2, with0 � w � 1. On
this basis, we generalize the maximum sum selection scheme by choosing the actionai where

u
w

1�w

i v
1�w

w

i is maximal.

For the binary case, averaging over allv yields for weightw and an action with utilityu the
selection probabilityp(u

w

1�w v
1�w

w > (1 � u)
w

1�w (1 � v)
1�w

w ), which is depicted in Figure 1.
For w = 1

2 this strategy is equivalent to determining the maximum sum, whereas forw > 1
2

it drastically increases the influence of utilitiesui. However, other than with using a maximum
weighted sum, an agent cannot completely determine the outcome for a selection, unless it has
weight 1 or it announces an action with utility1. To avoid the latter we restrict all announced
utilities to the interval[ �

n
; 1� �

n
], with, e.g.,� = 0:1.

To guard against greedy lies, the trustbroker adjusts the weights as follows:

wt+1 = (1� wt)(�
2(ui;t)� �2max)�wt(�

2(vi;t)� �2max)

�2(ui;t) is the standard deviation ofui;t at timestept

�2max =
n� 1

n2
is the maximal standard deviation

With this adjustment the weight decreases for a high current weight and a high standard deviation
of utilities.

This protocol gives almost the optimum overall benefit when both agents tell the truth. Because
the weights stay close to12 , in almost all cases the action with the maximal sum of utilities is
chosen.
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Figure 2: Comparison of different selection schemes with two honest agents

Our simulations (Section 4) indicate that this protocol indeed avoids greedy lies. But it also
avoids cautious lies, where one agent artificially lowers the standard deviation of its utilities in
order to increase its future gain, because a high influence is immediately punished in the next
step. However, like with the deterministic selection with preferences the protocol does not avoid
informed lies, as exemplified by the beneficial informed strategy in Section 4.

3 Probabilistic Protocol

3.1 Why Nondeterminism and How

When the selection of an action is completely determined by the announced utilities, and possibly
by the weights, an agent who knows the utilities of its opponent can always lie its own utility to
enforce the selection of the preferred action, or also to increase its future influence. Thus there
can be informed lies.

To overcome this problem, we need to introduce some sort of nondeterminism. If an agent can not
completely foresee which action is chosen, even if it has complete knowledge about the involved
utilities and weights, it can also not rely on the effect of an informed lie with certainty. As we
will show in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, this uncertainty suffices to avoid informed beneficial lies.

We accomplish nondeterminism with the following selection and weight adjustment scheme.
With action utilitiesui;t; vi;t, and weightswt, 1 � wt as defined above, the trustbroker selects
action ai with probability pi;t and adjusts weights towt+1 on the basis of the expected gain
Gain() of each agent:

pi;t = wtui;t + (1� wt)vi;t

wt+1 = wt �Gain(u0;t; : : : ; un�1;t; wt) +Gain(v0;t; : : : ; vn�1;t; 1� wt)

The larger the weighted sum of utilities for an action is, the more likely it will be selected.
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Furthermore, like with the weighted deterministic selection, an agent who can gain more than
the other agent in one step will have less influence on the selection in the future.

To arrive at a concrete weight adjustment scheme, we need to determine the average gain of an
agent depending on its utilities and weight. This can be calculated on the basis of the distribution
of n utilities introduced in Section 2.2. The probabilityp(ai) that an actionai with utility ui is
selected, when the corresponding utilityvt of agent 2 is distributed with densityf(vi; n) is:

p(ai) =

Z 1

0
(wui + (1�w)vif(vi; n)) dvi =

1

n
+ w(ui �

1

n
) for all n > 1

The expected gain in one step is thus:

Gain(u0; : : : un�1; w) =

n�1X
i=0

p(ai)ui =
1

n
+ w

n�1X
i=0

(ui �
1

n
)ui

As can be easily verified,Gain() takes the minimal value of1
n

for u0 = : : : = un�1 = 1
n

, and
the maximal value of1

n
+ wn�1

n
for oneuj = 1 and all otherui = 0. Thus, the more an agent

prefers a particular action, the more it can expect to gain.

Because this protocol also selects suboptimal actions with a certain probability, the agents will
accumulate less overall benefit than with the deterministic protocols. However, because better
actions are selected more likely, the agents will still get a significantly better benefit than a com-
pletely random selection, which would just gain1

n
per step. Let us consider the ratio of random

gain vs. probabilistic gain in more detail. Based onGain(), the average gainAvgGain(w;n) in
one step can be calculated by:

AvgGain(w;n) = n

Z 1

0
f(ui; w)p(ai)ui dui =

1 + n� w + nw

n(1 + n)

The weights oscillate around12 . So forw = 1
2 the average gain is1+3n2n(1+n) (see also probabilistic

selection (c) in Figure 2). For largen the ratio thus converges to

lim
n!1

1

n

2n(1 + n)

1 + 3n
=

2

3

3.2 Informed Lies

Our main motivation for introducing a probabilistic selection scheme is to avoid informed lies.
A lie announces false utilities to either increase the immediate gain, or to increase the future
influence, and thereby increase the future gain. An informed lie can occur, if an agent needs to
know the utilities of the other agent in order to calculate the effect of the lie. But it can be shown
that the effect of any possible lie can be calculated without knowing the utilities of the other
agent.

Theorem 1 The effect of a lie can be calculated without knowing of the utilities of the other
agent.
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Proof 1 Let us assume an agent with weightw and true utilitiesui, lies each utility by some�i,
with

Pn�1
i=0 �i = 0 and�ui � �i � 1 � ui, whereas the other agent announces its true utilities

vi.

(a) The probability that an action with announced utilitiesui + �i andvi is selected isp�ii =
w(ui + �i) + (1 � w)vi. With the true announced utilityui it is pi = wui + (1 � w)vi.
The effect of the lie on the immediate gain is the difference between the utility gained with
lying and the utility gained without lying.

n�1X
i=0

p�ii ui �
n�1X
i=0

piui = w

n�1X
i=0

�iui

The utilitiesvi of the opponent cancel out; thus the effect of the lie does not depend on
them.

(b) Similarly, the effect of the lie on the future influence is the difference between the next
weight with a lie and the next weight without a lie.

w �Gain(u0 + �0; : : : ; un�1 + �n�1; w) +Gain(v0; : : : ; vn�1; 1� w)�

w +Gain(u0; : : : ; un�1; w)�Gain(v0; : : : ; vn�1; 1� w)

= w

n�1X
i=0

�i(
1

n
� 2ui � �i)

Thus also the effect of the lie on the future influence does not depend on the utilities of the
opponent. 2

3.3 Beneficial and Malevolent Lies

In the previous section we have shown that the effect of a lie on the immediate gain and on the
future influence does not depend on the utilities of the opponent. Of course a lie does have an
effect. An agent can still optimize its immediate gain by lying the utility of its best action up to 1.
Conversely, an agent can optimize its future influence, and thereby its future gain by lying all its
utilities down to 1

n
. These two optimizations are in conflict. Lying greedily gains immediately,

but costs future influence and vice versa. To avoid benefits from any sort of a lie, we have to
guarantee that for all possible lies:

gainnow(lie) + gainfuture(lie) � gainnow(truth) + gainfuture(truth)

Theorem 2 For all utilities ui,vi, all weightsw0, and all lying deltas�i the following holds. Let
gaint(�) denote the gain in stept with a lie by� in the first step. Then

1X
t=0

gaint(�) � gaint(0) � 0 for all �

Proof 2 To avoid notational noise, we restrict ourselves to an open-ended sequence of binary
decisions, with utilitiesut, 1� ut, andvt, 1� vt.
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(a) the effect of a lie now can be determined from step (a) in Proof 1:

gain0(�)� gain0(0) = (2u0 � 1)�w

(b) the effect of this lie on the future gain requires a bit more complication, because we need
to analyze not only the immediate next step, but all future steps. For this purpose we
introduce the auxiliary functionwchanget which describes the weight change at stept,
caused by an initial lie with�.
wchange0 = 2w�(1� 2u0� �), is the change in weight by� in the next step (recall Proof
1, step (b)).
wchanget+1 = 2

3wchanget, is the average change in weight depending on the change

in weight in the previous step. This can be derived by
R 1
0 (
R 1
0 w � Gain(u; 1 � u;w) +

Gain(v; 1� v; 1�w) dv) du = 1
6 +

2w
3 , which gives the weight change averaged over all

u andv in a step. We thus arrive at:

wchanget = 2w�(1 � 2u0 � �)(
2

3
)t

Consequently, we arrive at the following figures:

gain0(�) � gain0(0) = (2u0 � 1)�w

gaint(�)� gaint(0) = AvgGain(wchanget�1; 2) =
1

3
w�(1 � 2u0 � �)(

2

3
)t

1X
t=0

gaint(�) � gaint(0) = �w(2u0 � 1 +
1

3
(1� 2u0 � �)

1X
t=1

(
2

3
)t) =

= ��2w � 0 for all �; and allw � 0

Thus there can be no beneficial lies. 2

Note that in computing the average gain of all future stepst > 0 we have assumed that both
agents do not lie. However, if a lie does not already gain in one step, then also two subsequent
lies can not gain, provided that they are followed by an infinite number of steps. In practice,
the effect of any greedy lie is compensated by just two or three further steps. And a cautious lie
never gains enough future influence such that it can be compensated with an average next step.
Nevertheless, if an agent can freely leave a trustbroker and refuse any further cooperation, when
it has arrived at a small weight, it can of course lie beneficially. The development of appropriate
authentication and risk management mechanisms for the trustbroker is subject for future work.

Beneficial lies consider only the effect of a lie on the utility of the agent who lies. A malevolent
agent could have a different policy, which aims at maximizing the difference between the average
gain by the malevolent agent and the gain of its opponent, even if that means that it damages its
own gain also. Unfortunately, such malevolent lies can not be avoided, but they are never bene-
ficial. One malevolent lie simply maximizes the differences between the own and the opponent’s
utilities as described in the next section.
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4 Simulations

We have performed simulations for two agents and one trustbroker. The number of actionsn

investigated ranges from2 to 15, e.g., for eachn we have simulated1; 000; 000 steps1 in which
the trustbroker mediates amongn actions. In each step, each agent gets assigned its true util-
ities randomly with the distribution introduced in Section 2.2. To investigate the robustness of
selection schemes against different types of lies, we simulate lying agents that announce utilities
which deviate from their true utilities. The following strategies are considered:

� honest (h): an honest agent announces in each step its true utilities to the trustbroker.

� greedy (g): a greedy lying agent lies the action with the maximal utility to1 and all others
to 0. The rationale behind this lie is to increase the probability that the best action is
selected.

� semi-greedy (sg): this strategy lies only greedily for actions with a relatively high utility,
i.e., only if the utilityui of the best action is greater than the threshold value1

n
+ �2max, ui

is lied to1 and the smaller utilities are set to0. The rationale behind this lie is to be only
greedy when it is worth it.

� malevolent uninformed (mu): the objective of a malevolent uninformed lie is to change the
own utilities in a way that hurts the opponent more than oneself without any knowledge
of the opponent’s utilities. Each trueui is lied to 1

2(ui +
1
n
) which lowers the standard

deviation of the announced utilities without changing the preferences. The rationale behind
this lie is to group the utilities around1

n
in order to increase the weight for budget oriented

selection schemes.

� malevolent informed (mi): this strategy is informed, thus, it is based on knowing the true
utilities of the opponent. Each trueui is lied to 1

n
(ui + 1 � vi) which lies the utilities to

the difference of the true utilities. The rationale behind this lie is to increase the conflicts
to damage the opponent and at the same time to increase the future influence in order to be
less damaged than the opponent.

� beneficial informed (bi): the beneficial informed lie also tries to outperform the honest
strategy by exploiting the opponent’s utilities. For the preference selection, we use the
malevolent informed strategy which turns into a beneficial informed lie with this selection
scheme. For the deterministic selection, the utility of the best actionubest is modified in
such a way that its selection is guaranteed with the current weight. The remaining utilities
are all set to 1

n�1(1 � ubestlie) in order to minimize the standard deviation. The rationale
behind this lie is to ensure that an agent gets its best action with minimal loss of weight.
For the probabilistic selection scheme, an informed beneficial lie makes no sense, because,
as shown in Section 3.2, the effect on the own benefit is independent of the opponent’s
utilities.

1Note, this large number is only to get an accurate assessment on the quantitative effect of lies; much shorter
sequences in the range of 2-7 steps yield the same qualitative results.
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n h g h sg h mu h bi h h

2 62:5 62:5 62:5 62:5 62:5 62:5 54:2 58:3 62:5 62:5
3 47:8 44:9 47:2 45:6 46:3 46:3 35:8 48:1 46:3 46:3
5 32:2 28:9 32:1 29:5 31:8 31:8 21:7 35:3 31:8 31:8

10 19:1 15:3 19:1 15:4 19:1 19:1 11:9 22:4 19:1 19:1
15 14:0 10:4 14:0 10:4 14:0 14:0 08:5 16:9 14:0 14:0

Table 1:1; 000; 000 steps, preference selection

n h g h sg h mu h mi h bi h h

2 74:6 53:0 66:7 65:3 68:7 63:9 58:7 71:4 55:2 71:9 66:3 66:3
3 60:9 35:5 54:6 46:6 55:0 47:7 46:3 53:6 39:8 57:2 51:4 51:3
5 45:6 21:2 43:9 25:4 40:4 32:3 39:5 31:9 28:6 40:0 36:4 36:4

10 29:3 10:4 29:2 10:7 25:2 19:0 28:6 13:4 18:9 22:8 22:2 22:2
15 22:1 06:9 22:1 06:9 19:1 13:6 21:9 08:2 14:2 16:3 16:5 16:5

Table 2:1; 000; 000 steps, deterministic selection

In addition to the lies presented, multiple variations have been simulated. However, we limit
our presentation to these strategies because they illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of the
different selection schemes. Because the maximal gain can only be achieved when both agents
report true utilities, and the maximal sum is selected (see Figure 2), strategies that perform better
than two honest agents do not exist. Therefore, we present only results for competitions between
one honest agent and a lying opponent.

The results for the preference selection are summarized in Table 1.n gives the number of alterna-
tives; utilities range between0 and100. The preference selection ranks the utilities as explained
in Section 2.3. In each step, the action with the minimal sum of ranks is selected. For two honest
agents it performs slightly worse than the maximum sum selection. Greedy and semi-greedy
lying agents are punished with increasingn because the actions beyond the first choice become
ranked randomly by the selection scheme. But a beneficial informed lie can be accomplished
by applying the malevolent informed strategy which maximizes the conflicts between the two
agents.

Table 2 presents the results of the deterministic selection scheme with weight adjustment in-
troduced in Section 2.4. The protocol achieves for two honest agents almost the theoretical
maximum. It successfully avoids greedy, semi-greedy, and malevolent uninformed lies. The
malevolent informed lie is beneficial forn � 3, but it is successfully avoided by the selection
scheme forn > 3. These positive properties are neutralized by beneficial informed lies forn > 2
which encourages agents to reason about their opponents.

The results of the probabilistic selection scheme are summarized in Table 3. The strategy per-
forms well against greedy lies and semi-greedy lies; the honest agent benefits from the lies of its

n h g h sg h mu h mi h bi h h

2 62:5 56:3 60:3 58:0 53:4 56:6 50:0 55:6 57:5 57:3 58:3 58:3
3 46:6 38:9 45:3 40:3 36:7 40:0 31:8 37:9 39:9 39:8 41:7 41:6
5 31:4 23:7 31:0 24:2 22:7 25:3 18:5 22:5 23:5 23:7 26:7 26:6

10 17:5 11:6 17:5 11:7 11:6 13:3 09:4 10:8 11:1 11:3 14:1 14:1
15 12:2 07:6 12:2 07:6 07:8 09:0 06:3 07:1 07:2 07:3 09:6 09:6

Table 3:1; 000; 000 steps, probabilistic selection
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opponents. The malevolent-uninformed strategy is successfully hurting the honest agent more
than the liar. This strategy could be counteracted with a malevolent uninformed lie. Repeated
mutual counterlies result in a random selection with average gain1

n
. Also informed malevolent

lies can be compensated with an informed malevolent counter lie and run into1
n

with repeated
counter lies. Furthermore, an informed malevolent lie is almost compensated by an uninformed
malevolent lie. Finally, beneficial informed lies are not possible, which has also been shown
analytically in Section 3.

Although the probabilistic selection scheme obtains less overall gain for two honest agents in
comparison with the other discussed selection schemes, it is the only selection scheme that avoids
beneficial informed lies. Thus, even in a hostile environment an agent cannot benefit from know-
ing its opponent utilities or reasoning about its opponents interests. A mediation based on a
deterministic selection scheme still promises increased benefit from spying out the opponent and
also contains the risk of being spied out.

In addition, we have experimented with sequences of decisions with variable number of alter-
nativesn, and with finite sequences. The simulations with decreasing or randomly chosenn

amount in the average of the presented figures for fixedn. The simulations with finite sequences
show that greedy lies for the weighted selection schemes are usually compensated in only 2-3
steps, and at most after 7-8 steps. For the preference selection the sequence length does not make
a difference.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have introduced several protocols to carry out transactions between self-interested agents me-
diated by a trustbroker. The protocols have been designed to find compromises, which maximize
the overall benefit for the participating agents and avoid lies. These two goals are in conflict.
Avoiding lies requires to sometimes select suboptimal actions. Thus, the optimal compromise
can not always be achieved. Protocols with deterministic selection achieve relatively good over-
all benefit, but suffer from informed lies. Protocols with nondeterministic selection are robust
against informed beneficial lies, but achieve less overall benefit. However, all presented proto-
cols achieve a balanced benefit, which is significantly better than the benefit of a partially random
selection resulting from resolving conflicts without mediation.

Future work will be devoted to the following issues.

We need to analyze the behavior of the protocols for finite decision sequences consisting of
partially interdependent decisions. Furthermore, we plan to extend the protocols for dealing with
more than two agents.

The role of the trustbroker needs to be extended to insure against agents which drop out of a coop-
eration. To some extent this can be achieved by appropriate authentication and secure transaction
[Bil98, KGM96, Tyg98] mechanisms, and by detecting lying patterns. If these mechanisms fail,
the broker should compensate. For this purpose it needs commission mechanisms to accumulate
assets from successfully executed transactions, which it can use for compensation.

Finally, the effect of embedding the protocols into mediated matchmaking [Fon97, KH96] needs
to be considered. A broker which preferably matches agents with compatible interests will
achieve better overall benefit than what can be achieved with the utility distributions used in
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this paper. On the other hand, matchmaking can be made more efficient, when the execution of a
match can rely on the reported utilities, and more flexible, when the actual transaction needs not
be determined completely in advance.
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